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Introduction

Results

● It is important to understand the proportion of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) who are able to
achieve the peak inspiratory flow rate (PIFR) required to use a dry powder inhaler (DPI).
● Two clinical studies (RES113817/RES117178 [NCT01345266/NCT02076269]) have demonstrated a strong correlation between
PIFR as measured by spirometry (PIFRSpirometry) and PIFR achieved through the moderate-resistance Ellipta DPI (PIFREllipta) in
patients with COPD of all severities.1 Across these studies, patients with very severe COPD had, on average, the lowest
PIFREllipta values, with the lowest recorded PIFREllipta with maximum inspiratory effort ranging from 41.6 to 43.5 L/min depending
on device configuration.1,2 Subsequent in vitro data using the Electronic Lung (a breathing simulator designed for inhaler
characterization) or standard test conditions (Next Generation Impactor) have demonstrated a consistent dose delivery of
fluticasone furoate/umeclidinium/vilanterol (FF/UMEC/VI) via the Ellipta DPI with PIFREllipta values ranging from 30 to 130
L/min.2,3
● However, in vitro and clinical trial settings are not reflective of real-world settings and as such their results may not always be
applicable to clinical practice.4 This analysis compared spirometry data from two recent replicate studies (207608/207609) (see
Ferguson et al. Poster 806) against a real-world, managed care organization database (Kaiser Permanente Northwest [KPNW]) in
patients with COPD.
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Figure 1. Distribution and range of PIFRSpirometry were comparable between the pooled 207608/207609
population and the KPNW population
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≥2 independent encounter records within 12 months
OR
≥1 hospitalization with a primary or secondary diagnosis of:
COPD; chronic bronchitis; emphysema
AND HAVE

Twice daily

Between January 1, 2015 and December 31, 2017

Budesonide 200 mcg
Formoterol 6 mcg

≥1 lung function test recorded
≥1 PIFR recorded at a non-exacerbation time

Once daily

Enrolled in the health plan for ≥10 months of the 12-month period
prior to inclusion

Tiotropium 18 mcg

207608/207609
(ITT population; N=1460)
65.2 (8.1)

68.4 (9.9)

Female, n (%)

703 (48.2)

1533 (46.7)

BMI, kg/m2, mean (SD)

28.5 (7.1)

30.1 (7.6)

Current smoker, n (%)

714 (48.9)

1198 (36.5)

COPD exacerbations in the previous 12 months, n (%)*
0 moderate/severe
≥1 moderate
≥1 severe

675 (46.2)
690 (47.3)
175 (12.0)

2458 (74.9)
764 (23.3)
60 (1.8)

Screening lung function, mean (SD)
FEV1 (L)

n=1455
1.2 (0.4)†

1.9 (0.7)

199.1 (78.6)

230.2 (89.7)

443 (30)
496 (34)
223 (15)
110 (8)

602 (18)
409 (13)
8 (0.2)
1171 (36)

12
12

*As some patients in 207608/207609 recorded both moderate and severe exacerbations in the prior 12 months, the total percentage exceeds 100%; †post-bronchodilator value.
ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonist; SD, standard deviation
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Conclusions
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● Despite patients enrolled in 207608/207609 having more severe COPD than those

66

BUD, budesonide; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FOR, formoterol; NW, Northwest; SW, Southwest; TIO, tiotropium

● PIFRSpirometry was measured during a forced inhalation maneuver starting at residual volume and ending at total lung capacity
● The distribution of spirometry PIFR at screening in the 207608/207609 studies was evaluated post hoc. Patients’ most recent
spirometry PIFR recorded during 2015–2017 was used for the KPNW cohort.
● Using COPD data from RES113817/RES117178 studies (n=60) and the relationship between two-strip PIFREllipta and PIFRSpirometry,
equations were derived to describe the relationship for both the average and 95% lower tolerance bound of PIFREllipta values from
PIFRSpirometry data. The lower tolerance bound equation was used to predict PIFREllipta for patients in the 207608/207609 studies.
– Lower tolerance bound (PIFREllipta) = (41.8365 + 0.1314 × PIFRSpirometry) – k1(d) × 9.77735, where PIFREllipta is the predicted
Ellipta PIFR value and PIFRSpirometry is the recorded spirometry value of the patient.
– Prediction of PIFREllipta using PIFRspirometry values below the observed minimum of 83.4 L/min in the RES113817/RES117178
studies was achieved by extrapolation.
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KPNW
(N=3282)

Age, years, mean (SD)

COPD medications at screening, n (%)
ICS + LAMA + LABA
ICS + LABA
LABA + LAMA
LAMA

≥40 years of age
Between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2017

Table 1. Patient demographics and baseline characteristics

PIFR (L/min)

16
16

BUD/FOR + TIO arm

Placebo

Managed care

Kaiser Permanente Northwest

≥40 years of age
Current or former smokers
Symptomatic COPD: CAT score ≥10 at screening
FEV1 <50% predicted
OR
FEV1 <80% predicted and ≥2 moderate or 1 severe exacerbation in previous year

FF/UMEC/VI arm

– Patients with PIFRSpirometry ≥50 L/min: 207608/609, n=1945 (99.7%); KPNW, n=3277 (99.8%).
● Compared with the KPNW patient population, the ITT population of studies 207608/207609 (Table 1):
– Was younger and had a lower body mass index (BMI)
– Had more severe lung function deterioration
– Had a greater proportion of current smokers, patients with a history of ≥1 moderate or severe exacerbation, and patients
on dual or triple combination therapy.

Patients (%)
Subjects (%)

Multicenter

(207608 [NCT03478683; 207609 [NCT03478696])

Fluticasone furoate 100 mcg
Umeclidinium 62.5 mcg
Vilanterol 25 mcg

● Spirometry values were recorded in 1951 patients at screening in the pooled 207608/207609 population and 3282 patients
in the KPNW population (Figure 1).
– 1460 patients were included in the 207608/609 pooled intent-to-treat (ITT) population (FF/UMEC/VI n=729; BUD/FOR +
TIO n=731)
● Nearly all patients had a PIFRSpirometry ≥50 L/min, which correlates to an estimated PIFREllipta ≥30 L/min, a value shown to
be adequate for appropriate dose delivery via the Ellipta DPI.2,3
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PIFR distribution from the 207608/207609 studies was evaluated post hoc.
*Estimation of PIFREllipta based on equation generated from RES113817/RES117178 (NCT01345266/NCT02076269), where estimations of PIFREllipta below 43.5 L/min are based on
extrapolation from PIFRSpirometry values below the observed minimum of 83.4 L/min. Extrapolating to 50 L/min PIFRSpirometry, there is 95% confidence that 90% of the population has at least
30 L/min PIFREllipta (lower tolerance bound).
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in the KPNW database, considerable overlap between PIFRSpirometry values was
seen between the two populations. These results suggest that patients enrolled in
the 207608 and 207609 studies could generate inspiratory flow rates comparable
to those observed in the real-world COPD population.
● Nearly all patients (≥99.7%) from the 207608/207609 studies and the KPNW
database achieved PIFRSpirometry ≥50 L/min, which correlates to an estimated
PIFREllipta ≥30 L/min, a value shown to be adequate for appropriate dose delivery
via the Ellipta DPI.2,3
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